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SUMMARY

•

Six years since the revolution, the success of
democracy in Tunisia depends on those parts of
the country where the popular uprising began:
its ‘periphery’, whose regions lag far behind the
country’s economically more developed coast.

•

Tunisia’s periphery regions suffer from weak
economic growth and high levels of poverty
and unemployment – a legacy of decades of
underinvestment.

•

Regional conflict, terrorism and organised crime
have led the government to crack down on
security threats in the periphery regions. This
has disrupted the informal and illegal economic
networks on which much of the population relies
and caused it to lose faith in the government.

•

Tunisia has enjoyed extensive support from
international partners since 2011 – money
is not the problem. Instead, the country must
strengthen its regional governance and address
fragmentation at the heart of government.

•

Europeans can radically alter the terms of debate
by offering Tunisia membership of the European
Economic Area, galvanising change in support of
its journey towards democracy and stability.

Among the countries involved in the Arab uprisings, Tunisia
stands out. Its transition to democracy has experienced
setbacks, but is still in train. However, for the future
success and stability of Tunisia – and Europe’s southern
neighbourhood – it is important to understand one simple
fact, something approaching a twist of fate: Tunisia’s future
lies in the very place where the 2010-2011 popular uprising
first erupted. Its inland ‘periphery regions’ are home to Sidi
Bouzid, the city where Mohamed Bouazizi set himself on
fire in 2011, sparking the chain of events that led to the
overthrow of the Ben Ali regime. Away from the economically
developed coast familiar to Europeans, Tunisia’s periphery
plays host to many of the afflictions that, if left unchecked,
could bring to an end Tunisia’s lonely battle to establish a
fully fledged democracy.
Six years on from the revolution, Tunisia’s long-neglected
hinterland continues to suffer from a rampant informal
economy, high unemployment, corruption and an
underdeveloped private sector. Recent efforts made by the
central government to improve security in the periphery,
especially along the border with Libya and Algeria, have
resulted in increased securitisation in these areas and upset
the cross-border economy that the local population has long
relied on for its livelihood. As a result, the legitimacy of post2011 democratic governments has withered in the eyes of
the people. Meanwhile, long-standing smuggling, jihadi and
tribal networks have increasingly overlapped and combined
to increase instability and hinder progress towards greater
socioeconomic development. The government has in turn
done itself no favours thanks to its fragmented central
structures, its failure to take advantage of the significant
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international support and investment made in Tunisia since
the revolution, and its possible participation in corruption
reaching from the central decision-making level down to
regional and local levels.
Tunisia’s 2014 constitution represents an important
achievement that seeks to build a pluralistic political system
as well as an inclusive and resilient society. It recognises the
problem of regional disparities and enshrines the principle
of “positive discrimination” to favour disadvantaged regions
– the question that sits at the heart of this paper. But how
this is to be done has thus far been left ill-defined. Neither
the Islamist-led coalition governments between 2011 and
2013, nor the technocrats’ government of 2014, nor the
post-2014 coalition government led by Habib Essid were
able to resolve these structural problems. A new coalition
government led by Youssef Chahed is currently in charge of
putting in place a much-needed reform agenda.
Tunisia risks seeing its periphery regions become ‘areas of
limited statehood’1 – areas where government authorities
and institutions become too weak to enforce central decisions
and where non-state actors could eventually prevail over
the authority of the central government.2 Moreover, the
country risks losing its most precious asset: its youth, which
is confronted with fewer and fewer options: emigration,3
contraband 4 or protest. 5 Finally, failure to kickstart
development in the peripheries will only further foster the
conditions in which radical groups thrive, so proficient are
they at harnessing social anger.6
Europe, in turn, risks losing one of the few islands of relative
stability in the Middle East and North Africa region.7 It is
important that Europeans grasp the economic, political
and social dynamics at play in the country’s peripheries
and these dynamics’ relationship with the political centre.
Europeans should reflect on the ways in which they can
better use existing policy tools to support much-needed
integration efforts. The road ahead is all the more gruelling
thanks to strong vested interests that will attempt to
defend the current, deficient, economic policy. And yet
the endeavour remains worthwhile, because strengthening
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Tunisia’s national resilience is key to diminishing the risks
of conflict spillover, ensuring a stable neighbourhood for
Europe, and building a genuine Arab democracy.

Tunisia’s regional asymmetries
Tunisia’s interior and border regions were the hotbed of
the uprising that took place in 2010-2011.8 They have been
a major source of political instability ever since, acting as
a stark reminder that regional inequality can be a potent
source of nationwide tension. Conscious decisions made
by successive governments since Tunisian independence
have resulted in a substantial development gap between
the coast and the periphery. Post-revolution governments
have struggled to address these disparities, and have failed
to counter ongoing corruption and meet the demands of the
country’s youth population.

The legacy of history
That the revolution started in the peripheries is no accident.
Since Tunisia gained independence in 1956, coastal regions
have consistently been promoted at the expense of the
interior and border regions. This pattern of marginalisation
only worsened under Ben Ali, who took power in 1987
and under whom two-thirds of public investment came
to be allocated to the coastal regions.9 Tunisia developed
as an export-orientated economy focused on tourism
and low-cost outsourcing, with the bulk of infrastructure
investment targeted on these regions. Investment incentives
were orientated to the need to maintain competitiveness
and access to international markets by tolerating low wages
at the expense of agriculture and of rural areas. This deficit
in infrastructure and private investment progressively
reduced Tunisia’s peripheries to reservoirs of cheap labour,
agrarian products and raw materials for the more developed
industries and service sectors operating in the coastal
regions. Approximately 56 percent of the population and 92
percent of all industrial firms are located within an hour’s
drive of Tunisia’s three largest cities: Tunis, Sfax and Sousse.
Economic activity in these three coastal cities accounts for
85 percent of Tunisia’s GDP.10 On the eve of the fall of Ben
Ali, poverty was estimated at 42 percent in the Centre West
and 36 percent in the North West, whereas it was at the
much lower rate of 11 percent in Tunis and the Centre East.11
Under Ben Ali, there was no strategy of inclusive
development to redress these regional imbalances. In
fact, the gap between the coast and peripheries was less
the result of neglect than a consequence of deliberate
political decisions. 12 The low-cost and pragmatic mode
9 “Livre Blanc du développement régional. Une nouvelle vision du développement
régional”, Ministry of Regional Development, (Tunis, October 2011).
10 The Unfinished Revolution: Bringing Opportunity, Good Jobs and Greater Wealth to
All Tunisians, ed. World Bank (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2014), available at http://
documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/658461468312323813/pdf/861790DPR0P12800
Box385314B00PUBLIC0.pdf.
11 National Institute of Statistics, 2015.
12 The Unfinished Revolution: Bringing Opportunity, Good Jobs and Greater Wealth to
All Tunisians, ed. World Bank (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2014), http://documents.
worldbank.org/curated/en/658461468312323813/pdf/861790DPR0P12800Box385314
B00PUBLIC0.pdf.

Tunisia’s centre/periphery divide
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of governing adopted by the regime was part of a bigger
strategy designed to cope with fiscal and budgetary
constraints. This included the deployment of patronage
and intermediation mechanisms involving tribal and local
elites through the Tunisian General Labour Union and the
former ruling party, the Rassemblement Constitutionnel
Démocratique. Clientelist networks and the security forces
controlled the job market, social benefits, and the informal
economy through protection from law enforcement. For
instance, jobs at the Gafsa Phosphates Company (CPG)
would be distributed among local patrons and regional
administrations according to a quota system. In turn, the
latter would redistribute these jobs among their clients on
a tribal or partisan basis, or even sell them to the highest
bidder.13 These clientelist resource distribution systems
maintained a minimal and fragile stability over two decades
in the Tunisian periphery while fuelling the fragmentation
of local society and helping consolidate tribal identities.14

After the revolution
After the fall of the Ben Ali regime, many residents in the
periphery regions hoped the central state would recognise its
own shortcomings and would finally reverse the trajectory
of marginalisation, deliver better governance, meet social
and economic needs, and tackle inequality.15 However, the
solution of successive post-2011 governments was to create a
large number of public sector jobs and to roll out temporary
mass employment programmes such as ‘les chantiers’. In
this way, for example, CPG’s labour force grew from 5,000
in 2010 to 27,000 in 2015 and the number of workers
hired through the programme leapt from 62,875 in 2010 to
125,000 in 2011. With approximately 100,000 workers in
2015, the ‘les chantiers’ is a crucial instrument in addressing
the lack of economic opportunities and to manage social
anger in the periphery.16 Centres of the popular uprising,
the regions of Sidi Bouzid and Kasserine represent a total
of 37 percent of people hired through it. In total, 77 percent
of the workers hired through this programme are from the
periphery regions.
Far from supplying sustainable economic opportunities,
employment schemes offering temporary jobs contribute to
ongoing patterns of subordination and marginalisation. The
anaemic nature of the private sector in Tunisia has proved
a great hindrance, exacerbating the economic marginality
of the periphery regions’ inhabitants and reducing the
new ruling elites’ options. Nonetheless, ceasing these
employment schemes would likely provoke social unrest in
these regions. Because government jobs are often the only
13 Irene Bono, Béatrice Hibou, Hamza Meddeb, Mohamed Tozy, L’État d’injustice au
Maghreb: Maroc et Tunisie, (Paris, Karthala, 2015).
14 Violent confrontations took place in 2011 in the mining region of Gafsa between
members of rival tribes competing for jobs in the national mining company. See http://
www.lemonde.fr/tunisie/article/2011/09/05/tunisie-un-mort-dans-des-violences-ametlaoui-3e-ville-du-sud-sous-couvre-feu_1568050_1466522.html.
15 In 2015, Kasserine in the Centre West, supported by civil society activists, filed to be
recognised as a “région victime” (victim region) See https://inkyfada.com/2015/07/
kasserine-region-victime-justice-transitionnelle-tunisie/.
16 The total cost of the ‘chantiers’ mass employment programme increased from TND82
million in 2010 to TND260 million in 2014. For more details see: Forum Tunisien des
droits économiques et sociaux (FTDES), “Injustice in the resolution of les chantiers
problem”, Tunis, January 2016 (in Arabic).

hope for job security, competition rages between networks,
tribes and political parties to secure these positions.
Meanwhile, 85 percent of the enterprises that provide 92
percent of private sector jobs are clustered in the coast
regions: 44 percent are to be found in the Great Tunis area
alone. Enterprises operating inland provide only 8 percent
of private sector jobs.17 Foreign companies in the interior
regions account for less than 13 percent of the total of foreign
firms established in Tunisia.18 Together, public investment
choices and the weakness of the private sector explain the
high unemployment in the peripheries: as high as 27 percent
in Tataouine, 26 percent in Jendouba, and 22 percent in
Kasserine. The average national unemployment rate in 2015
stood at 15 percent.19 These economic inequalities have
exerted a negative social impact in terms of poverty rates,
which follow a similar centre-periphery divide, and in some
places, particularly the Centre West, are double the national
average.20
In addition, corruption remains a major challenge. Since
2011, the issue has gone largely unaddressed at all levels of
government – local, regional and national.21 Bribes remain
necessary in order to get a licence to start a small business,
obtain a job in an employment programme, or receive social
assistance from the state. Moreover, according to some
entrepreneurs, the corruption currently hindering the muchneeded investment in the interior regions can be traced
back to the central decision-making level.22 State officials,
bankers and business owners participate in networks
that bind them together and facilitate corrupt practices,
including even securing the foreclosure of competitors’
businesses.23 These networks exercise control over state
resources, especially bank credit and licences, and are
influential within the public administration. Corruption is
also a widespread feature of the state administrations at the
local and regional level.24 Municipal and regional elections
have been postponed several times, and these delays are
increasing the sense of impunity among local and regional
bureaucrats, which in turn creates a sort of systemic and
decentralised corruption.25
Finally, the post-2011 governments have so far failed to
meet the demands of the increasingly frustrated youth
in parts of Tunisia where socioeconomic protests remain
17 Fayçal Zidi, Politiques économiques et disparités régionales en Tunisie : une analyse
en équilibre général micro-stimulé, Université Sorbonne nouvelle Paris III, 2013, (PhD
Thesis), available at https://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-00965133/document.
18 The Unfinished Revolution: Bringing Opportunity, Good Jobs and Greater Wealth to
All Tunisians, ed. World Bank (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2014), available at http://
documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/658461468312323813/pdf/861790DPR0P12800
Box385314B00PUBLIC0.pdf.
19 National Institute of Statistics, 2014.
20 National Institute of Statistics, 2016, available at http://www.ins.tn/sites/default/
files/pdf_actualites/presentation_final_0.pdf.
21 This is confirmed by Transparency International’s corruption perceptions index,
which saw Tunisia fall from 77th place in 2013 to 79th place in 2014. Tunisia’s ranking
has slightly improved in 2015, to 76th. See http://www.transparency.org/cpi2015.
22 Interviews with entrepreneurs, Tunis, November 2016.
23 Interviews with European diplomats, Tunis, November 2016.
24 Frida Dahmani, “Tunisie : corruption et népotisme à tous les étages”, Jeune Afrique,
5 April 2016, http://www.jeuneafrique.com/mag/315318/politique/tunisie-corruptionnepotisme-a-etages/.
25 Despite the difference of context, there are similarities between Tunisia and Georgia,
described by Christoph H Stefes, Understanding Post-Soviet Transitions. Corruption,
Collusion and Clientelism, (New York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2006).

a persistent problem. In January 2016, a wave of social
unrest and violent demonstrations began in Kasserine
and spread through 16 other governorates. The protests
sought to condemn unemployment and denounce the
corruption plaguing the regional administration. 26 It
eventually destabilised the government of the then prime
minister Habib Essid. In September 2016, in the mining
region of Gafsa, and the Jendouba governorate adjacent
to the Algerian border, one protest against economic
marginalisation and local corruption lasted several
weeks. In response, the proposed short-term approaches
to managing the crisis of the peripheries appear only to
have increased the fault lines both within local society
and between the regions, and to have fed a sense of
dispossession among young people.

Tunisia’s GDP growth
(2009-2015)

Sources of destabilisation
Since 2011 the government has adopted a security-heavy
approach in the peripheries in an attempt to contain
threats from jihadi groups and to crack down on smuggling.
But security forces have themselves been drawn in to
illegal activity and local populations feel let down by the
government’s emphasis on security over development. A
thoroughgoing rethink is needed about the connections
between security and the economy in order to advance the
socioeconomic situation in the periphery regions.

New conflict dynamics on old fault lines
Since 2011, the turbulent regional environment has
aggravated the economic and security situation for the local
population in the peripheries. Chaos in Libya, persistent
pockets of terrorism in Algeria, and terrorist groups
affiliated with al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb and the
Islamic State group (ISIS) have exploited the TunisiaAlgeria-Libya triangle to traffic weapons and jihadis. This
has led the Tunisian government to adopt a heavy securitycentred approach in the peripheries, the impact of which
has been negative, causing the central state to lose rather
than gain legitimacy.27 In fact, the spillover from the Libyan
conflict is less of a threat to Tunisia than a reactive, securitycentred approach that ensures a semblance of stability while
feeding disenfranchisement.
There is a complex relationship between jihad and contraband
which is important to understand in this context. It is a legacy
of both the dictatorship era and of the ways in which these
areas have been governed since 2011. It is also a consequence
of the internal fractures inside the communities living in the
borderlands.
26 The wave of protest started in Kasserine in January 2016 after the death of a young
man who contested the results of a hiring procedure and corruption in the regional
administration. See Henda Chennaoui, “Ridha Yahyaoui : Un stylo m’a tuER [sic]”
[Ridha Yahyaoui: A pen killed me], Nawaat, 22 January 2016, available at https://
nawaat.org/portail/2016/01/22/ridha-yahyaoui-un-stylo-ma-tuer/; and Vanessa Szakal,
“After Kasserine, protests break out in 16 governorates”, Nawaat, 22 January 2016,
available at https://nawaat.org/portail/2016/01/22/after-kasserine-protests-break-outin-16-governorates/.
27 Hamza Meddeb, “Young people and smuggling in the Kasserine region of Tunisia:
Stories of dispossession and the dynamics of exclusion”, International Alert, May
2016, available at http://www.international-alert.org/sites/default/files/Tunisia_
YoungPeopleSmuggling_EN_2016.pdf.

Source: IMF

Before the revolution, both the Ben Ali and the Gaddafi regimes
allowed illicit practices to take place in order to help them
control the border regions. On the Tunisian side, participation
in the border economy used to be a prerogative of both the
clientele of the hegemonic party and the various protégés of
the security services: the police, the National Guard and the
customs services. On the Libyan side, the Gaddafi regime used
the border resources to consolidate its power through a politics
of clientelism and co-optation of tribes. Only loyal tribes were
permitted to participate in this border economy.28 An implicit
arrangement was established between regimes on the one
hand and loyal tribal and smuggling networks on the other,
preventing the latter from getting involved in the trafficking of
weapons, drugs and jihadis in exchange for turning a blind eye
to other forms of contraband.
The fall of Ben Ali and Gaddafi put an end to the arrangements
that once regulated this activity, and opened up the game to
new players: organised crime that sought to turn Tunisia
into a staging-post between Algeria and Libya; jihadi groups
looking to secure the crossing of fighters and arms between
Tunisia, Algeria and Libya; and ambitious smugglers who
took more risks and challenged the previously co-opted
smugglers through taking advantage of the security vacuum
in the border regions from 2011 onwards.
In addition to this, since 2013 attacks on the Tunisian army
and security services in the border regions have shifted
the debate about periphery regions from a focus on their
development to one around security. This has resulted
28 Hamza Meddeb, “Smugglers, Tribes and Militias. The Rise of Local Forces in
the Tunisian-Libyan Border Region”, in Luigi Narbone, Agnès Favier and Virginie
Collombier (ed.), Inside Wars. Local Dynamics of Conflict in Syria and Libya, RSCAS,
European University Institute, 2016, available at http://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/
handle/1814/41644/Inside%20wars_2016.pdf.
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Top regions with workers in
unemployment programme

Source: FTDES

in a crackdown on the smuggling networks and crossborder trade which had been essential economic resources
for the population of these regions. Since August 2013, a
military-enforced buffer zone has also been in place along
Tunisia’s borders. In parallel, the Algerian authorities dug
a trench along the border, swiftly followed by the Tunisian
government, which, in the aftermath of the terrorist attack
in Bardo in February 2015, dug its own trench along the
Tunisia-Libya border.29
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In response to these multifaceted security threats, the
securitisation of the borders has impacted on the peripheries’
economy and society in many ways. First, it has led to uneasy
relations between the army and the security services on the
one hand and the local population on the other. As local
populations depend on the border economy for their living,
restrictions made against cross-border trade have resulted in
periodic conflict with the security services and the military.

6

Simultaneously, state authorities are concerned about the
risk of social protest if they repress smugglers. The army
has succeeded in maintaining – relatively speaking – its
credibility, focusing mainly on its task of border policing (in
spite of cases of soldiers’ involvement in corruption). But
the interior security forces enjoy much less trust than the
army does, having become “entrepreneurs of insecurity”30
as they extended their role beyond law enforcement to deal
with social protest through negotiating bribes and selling
protection.31 This has negatively impacted on the legitimacy
of the security forces, as smugglers and traders perceived it
as a way to reinvent the old arrangements through the cooptation of a happy few and the exclusion of others.
29 The decision to build a trench-lined sand barricade that stretches 256 km along
Tunisia’s border with Libya provoked criticism about the efficiency of a physical barrier
of this type to address the root causes of insecurity in the border region. See https://
nawaat.org/portail/2015/07/21/tunisia-and-the-wall-government-solidifies-its-visionof-national-unity-through-exclusion.
30 Sandrine Perrot, “Entrepreneurs de l’insécurité. La face cachée de l’armée
ougandaise” [Entrepreneurs of insecurity: The hidden face of the Ugandan army],
Politique Africaine 75 (October 1999), 60–71.
31 Yezid Sayegh, “Dilemmas of Reform: Policing in Arab Transitions”, Carnegie Middle
East Center, March 2016, available at http://carnegie-mec.org/2016/03/30/dilemmasof-reform-policing-in-arab-transitions-pub-63090.

Second, the outbreak of armed conflict in neighbouring
Libya in 2014 generated new uncertainty in Tunisia’s
periphery regions, as competition grew between smuggling
networks looking for protection in Libya. Indeed, cities in
the west of Libya have always played a major “city-entrepot”
role for the border economy, connecting southern Tunisian
cities to the global illicit economy and ensuring supply to
the Tunisian market. The border economy exerts a magnetic
pull on militias attracted by the prospect of controlling and
benefiting from illicit flows: approximately 15 Libyan militias
are positioning along the border with Tunisia. This greatly
complicates Tunisian authorities’ efforts to coordinate with
their Libyan counterparts on border security.32
Finally, the situation was complicated further in 2014 when
jihadi groups affiliated to ISIS sought to replicate what alQaeda did at the Tunisia-Algeria border and establish a
foothold in the Libyan city of Sabratha.33 The jihadi group
tried to attract Tunisian jihadis who sought to flee the
country, especially after the crackdown on Ansar al-Sharia, a
Tunisian Salafi jihadi group, labelled a terrorist organisation
by the Ennahda-led government in August 2013.34 These
jihadi groups affiliated to ISIS tried to find an anchor in the
Tunisia-Libya borderland through taking advantage of the
rivalry between tribes and smuggling networks in a context
of economic hardship. A review of the 26 assailants from Ben
Guerdane who tried to capture this border town on 7 March
2016 revealed an overrepresentation of youth originating
from the R’baya’ tribe. 35 Historically dominated by the
powerful tribe of Twazine which is in control of the crossborder trade around Ben Guerdane, the marginalisation of
the R’baya’ was exacerbated by an unresolved and a longlasting conflict over land ownership. R’baya’ smugglers,
traffickers and individuals ousted from the border economy
following heavy-handed security measures found in jihad a
narrative that allows them to resist the state and to pursue
these old tribal rivalries.
Security in the peripheries is therefore directly threatened
by the exacerbation of pre-existing fault lines that feed
on the dynamics of the jihadisation of local conflicts, in a
context of a weak central state, economic hardship, and an
emerging violence-shaped economic order.

Solving the security-economy conundrum
The tightening of controls at the Algerian and Libyan borders
has resulted in the exclusion of many operators from the
border economy. According to a survey by International Alert,
80 percent of the respondents living in Ben Guerdane and
Dhehiba, near the Libyan border, believe that being able to
32 Interviews with security officials, Tunis, December 2016.
33 The jihadi camp in Sabratha was destroyed by American warplanes in February 2016.
Many Tunisian jihadis were killed in these airstrikes. Available at http://www.nytimes.
com/2016/02/20/world/middleeast/us-airstrike-isis-libya.html?_r=0.
34 Kristina Kausch, “Tunisia’s Libya problem”, FRIDE, December 2015, available at
http://fride.org/download/PB%20ingles%20214%20ok%201.pdf.
35 A group of Tunisian jihadis organised an unprecedented attack on Ben Guerdane in
March 2016, exacerbating the fear of spillover of ISIS from neighbouring Libya. For more
details see http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/08/world/africa/attack-tunisia-libyaborder.html.

cross the border is now linked to corruption more than ever.36
A World Bank report on the informal economy in the Tunisian
peripheries highlighted the risks of increasing securitisation
since 2013, noting that in the absence of concrete measures
to address the economic and regulatory differences in terms
of tariffs, tax levels and subsidies on either side of the border,
tighter controls would increase corruption among state agents
over time, and eventually undermine government control.37
At the time of the popular uprisings, a number of joint projects
were in train that would have helped regulate and legalise
cross-border trade. But a planned free trade zone between Ben
Guerdane and the border crossing of Ras Jedir, as well as the
convertibility of national currencies, have never materialised.38
The securitisation of the borders and particularly the frequent
closure of the border crossings at the Tunisia-Libya border
has resulted in the suspension of cross-border trade and
negatively impacted on the social and economic conditions
in the periphery. Informal trade represents an important
part of bilateral trade with neighbouring Libya and Algeria,
accounting for more than half of official trade with Libya and
for more than the total official trade with Algeria.39 Informal
trade is one of the most important activities in the border
regions. For example, a large part of the fuel consumed in
Tunisia is imported from Algeria and Libya. In the governorate
of Medenine, 20 percent of the working-age population works
in the informal trade, approximately 83 percent of which are
from Ben Guerdane.

border towns. The lack of economic development leads to
increased emigration, often illegal, as sadly exemplified by
one of the many tragic boat capsizings that killed 12 young
people from Ben Guerdane off the Libyan coast in July
2016. Meanwhile, negotiations are taking place between
a Tunisian civil society delegation and the representatives
of Libyan border towns in order to reach an agreement on
reopening the border crossing of Ras Jedir. This follows a
series of protests throughout 2016 in Ben Guerdane against
the interruption of cross-border trade as well as the killing
of several smugglers by the military.
The security-centred approach to ensuring stability is not a
durable solution. Inhabitants of the peripheries have come
to conclude that the central state views these regions as
mere ‘buffer zones’ and their inhabitants as second-class
citizens.41 They consider that calls for security are used to
justify the security forces’ heavy-handedness and that they
stigmatise the peripheries as hotbeds of jihadism. Many
of those who feel alienated turn to Libya and Algeria for
subsistence, rather than their own country of Tunisia.
The experience of one young smuggler who was cut out of
the border economy captures the bind many people find
themselves in: “I went to the capital, Tunis, to look for a job.
There, a policeman asked for my documentation. He took
my ID card and told me: ‘You are from Kasserine. What
are you doing here?’ I replied: ‘Do I need a visa to come to
Tunis?’ It is as if we are living in two different countries.”42

The importance of the informal economy has increased since
2011, given the diminution of economic opportunities and
the end of migration to Libya. Since the fall of Gaddafi and
the deterioration of the security situation, 40,000 Tunisian
workers have left Libya. For more than four decades Libya
was a major destination for Tunisian seasonal workers from
the periphery regions who helped meet the demand for
labour in their oil-producing neighbour. The loss of these
incomes has increased poverty and dissatisfaction among
large swathes of the population: 10,000-15,000 families have
received no income since 2011 because of the crisis in Libya.40

Reforming regional governance

The securitisation of cross-border trade has reinforced the
prevalent perception that protest and migration are two
of the dwindling options left to disenfranchised youth. In
November 2016, a general strike was organised under the
banner of ‘Let Ben Guerdane survive’. This protest lasted
several months and received the support of neighbouring

Money’s not too tight to mention

36 Olfa Lamloum, “Marginalization, insecurity and uncertainty on the TunisianLibyan border. Ben Guerdane and Dhehiba from the perspective of their inhabitants”,
International Alert, December 2016, available at http://international-alert.org/sites/
default/files/TunisiaLibya_MarginalisationInsecurityUncertaintyBorder_EN_2016.pdf.
37 Lotfi Ayadi, Nancy Benjamin, Sami Bensassi and Gaël Raballand, Estimating informal
trade across Tunisia’s land borders, (Washington, DC, 2013), available at https://
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/270399/
Estimating_Informal_Trade_across_Tunisia_s_Land_Borders.pdf.

The failure of the post-2011 governments to successfully
implement projects and improve the economic conditions
of Tunisians living in the peripheries is less to do with the
support available from international partners and more to
do with how Tunisia’s internal state apparatus operates. At
one and the same time, Tunisia’s government is centralised
yet riven by fragmentation. This, combined with its emphasis
on security over socioeconomic development, has led to
little progress in assisting the peripheries.

But the problem is not one of money – Tunisia has been
able to rely on its international partners for support since
2011.43 Instead, the country needs to do several things to
get its house in order: rethink its governance processes
in order to implement a more coherent and coordinated
development strategy; deliver the pre-existing projects
which have earmarked funding; develop stronger political
will to implement reforms; and introduce a new social
contract that includes the population in the peripheries.

38 “Impact of Libya’s conflict on the Tunisian economy: A preliminary assessment”,
AfDB Economic Brief, July 2011, available at http://www.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/
afdb/Documents/Publications/The%20Impact%20of%20Libyan%20Conflict%20on%20
Tunisia%20ENG.pdf.

41 Hamza Meddeb, “Young people and smuggling in the Kasserine region of Tunisia:
Stories of dispossession and the dynamics of exclusion”, International Alert, May
2016, available at http://www.international-alert.org/sites/default/files/Tunisia_
YoungPeopleSmuggling_EN_2016.pdf.

39 The Unfinished Revolution: Bringing Opportunity, Good Jobs and Greater Wealth to
All Tunisians, ed. World Bank (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2014), available at http://
documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/658461468312323813/pdf/861790DPR0P12800
Box385314B00PUBLIC0.pdf.

42 Interview, Kasserine, April 2015.

40 “Situation Brief: The Libyan conflict and its impact on Egypt and Tunisia”, ESCWA,
available at https://www.unescwa.org/sites/www.unescwa.org/files/page_attachments/
the_libyan_conflict_and_its_impact_on_egypt_and_tunisia_0.pdf.

43 Since 2011, Tunisia has been one of the largest recipients of foreign aid. However,
without a commitment from the ruling elites to set a political agenda of reform these
money flows could strengthen resistance to much-needed structural change. For more
details see https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/12/19/
how-foreign-assistance-can-hurt-not-help-tunisias-democratic-transition/?utm_
term=.96b37a11b9fd.
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Between 2011 and 2015, Tunisia was the recipient of
generous capital inflows from all the major international
financial institutions, development banks, and international
partners, amounting to almost $7 billion in various forms.44
Capital inflows received by 2015 came to almost 15 percent
of GDP. In 2016, international partners reaffirmed their
support: the World Bank established a new country
partnership framework that will provide Tunisia with up to
$5 billion in loans to help restore economic growth, create
jobs for young people, and reduce the disparities between
the coastal centres and the underdeveloped regions.45
Also in 2016, the International Monetary Fund approved
an extended fund facility of $2.8 billion across four years to
support economic reform in Tunisia.46 Finally, during the
most recent international conference to support the five-year
development plan (2016-2020), Tunisia signed $4.3 billion in
project-finance deals.47 The total financial support pledged to
Tunisia by participating countries and financial institutions
which took part in the conference therefore totals $14 billion,
equivalent to 35 percent of GDP. The European Union and
its member states remain Tunisia’s most prominent partners:
the EU pledged $860 million by 2020, and the European
Investment Bank promised loans of $3.1 billion by 2020.48
Despite this flow of money and these cooperation
mechanisms, Tunisian governments have so far failed to
achieve the much-needed regional development that would
considerably improve daily life and economic conditions
in the peripheries. The post-revolution governments have
prioritised underdeveloped regions, conferring on them 60
percent of the total of TND 1,547 million allocated to the
Regional Development Programme (RDP) between 2011
and 2015. Particular attention has been given to the eight
least developed regions: Jendouba, Kasserine, Kairouan,
Siliana, Sidi Bouzid, Kef, Tataouine and Béja, which
received 30 percent of the investment allocated to the RDP
over the same period.49 Despite attempts to improve the
completion rates for funded public projects, these have
remained low and failed to meet popular expectations. In
Kasserine completions stand at 47 percent, in Kairouan at
41 percent, in Sidi Bouzid at 41 percent and in Medenine
at 28 percent. 50 Meanwhile, private investments have
44 Marwan Muasher, Marc Pierini and Alexander Djerassi, “Between Peril and Promise:
A New Framework for Partnership with Tunisia”, Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, April 2016, available at http://carnegieendowment.org/2016/04/14/betweenperil-and-promise-new-framework-for-partnership-with-tunisia-pub-63269.
45 In May 2016 the World Bank announced the establishment of a partnership
framework for Tunisia to support the new five-year government plan (2016-2020).
For more details see http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2016/05/17/
new-program-of-support-for-tunisia-focused-on-supporting-youth-employment-equalopportunities-for-regions.
46 This extended fund facility is also designed to support Tunisia’s five-year development
plan and reform agenda. It will focus on macroeconomic stability, boost public
investment, and help accelerate reforms. For more details see https://www.imf.org/
external/np/sec/pr/2016/pr16168.htm.
47 During the International Investment Conference Tunisia 2020, Tunisia signed
project-finance deals with international partners ensuring the funding of hundreds of
development projects included in the five-year development plan. See http://af.reuters.
com/article/commoditiesNews/idAFL8N1DU376.
48 Intissar Kheriji, “The $14 billion that could keep Tunisia path to democracy”, Middle
East Eye, 8 December 2016, available at http://www.middleeasteye.net/columns/34bncould-keep-tunisia-path-democracy-1186264863.
49 “Development strategy: The regional component, Volume 2”, Ministry of
Development, Investment and International Cooperation (MDIIC) Tunis, 2016 (in
Arabic).
50 “Development strategy: The regional component, Volume 2”, Ministry of
Development, Investment and International Cooperation (MDIIC), 2016.

remained targeted at the coastal regions, perpetuating
the existing imbalances. The end result is that the
socioeconomic situation in the peripheries has remained
roughly unchanged since 2011.
Many factors explain the limited absorptive capacities
of these regions. Among them are: lack of skilled and
empowered staff at the local level able to manage and to
follow up a large number of projects and large amounts
of money; failure of the current regional development
governance system to manage large budgets; unclear
land tenure and property rights; a weak private sector in
these regions which is uncompetitive and unable to win
public contracts; security challenges and social instability
that deter companies from investing in these regions and
implementing local development projects; a degraded rule
of law environment that limits the attractiveness of these
regions to business.51

Let down by the system
In March 2013 the Tunisian government set up a ‘general
authority’ for the follow-up of public programmes to better
ensure the delivery of public projects. This delivery unit,
funded by the World Bank, is to work on the removal of
administrative barriers and cutting long procedural delays.
However, Tunisia needs more than a simple unit to deal
with impediments to investment. It needs a development
strategy for the peripheries, deploying innovative
governance instruments that would improve interministerial cooperation.
The long legacy of inefficient inter-ministerial cooperation
has hampered the emergence of a coherent vision for
regional development. As long as all the ministries and
every national and regional administration fail to align or
coordinate a multi-sectorial development strategy, regional
development will lag. Regional administrations themselves
are under dual supervision: under the supervision of the
relevant national sectorial administration, and also under
the control of governors – state representatives holding
power at the regional level. The governors’ mission has
historically been to supervise coordination between regional
administrations, facilitate development and ensure security.
But this mission has proved difficult to achieve. Experience
instead shows that, worried about their careers, governors
tend to favour security over development.52
A senior state official explains the situation thus: “In
Tunisia, the central level is predominant in decisionmaking. The problem is that there is no strategy for regional
development, only sectorial policies for each region”.53 This
view is corroborated by a European expert working on
regional development: “The balance of power between the
51 “Diagnostic sur la gouvernance régionale dans les gouvernorats du Nord-Ouest,
Centre-Ouest et de Médenine. Etat des lieux et perspectives”, GIZ, October 2015. This
report analysed the situation of eight regions: Siliana, Kef, Jendouba, Béja, Kasserine,
Sidi Bouzid, Kairouan and Medenine.
52 For a detailed presentation of the governors’ mission, see Abbès Mohsen, Les
Gouverneurs, (Cérès éditions, Tunis, 2016).
53 Interview, Tunis, November 2016.

coastal regions and peripheries is so off-balance. Tunisian
regions don’t have advocates who speak on their behalf. We
should start from there and help these advocates emerge.”54
Illustrative of this is the conflict that has pitted the state
against the Association for the Protection of Jemna’s
Oasis.55 In 2011, the residents of Jemna, a small town in the
south of Tunisia, took control of state-owned land that the
central government used to lease at low prices to private
operators, who had formerly capitalised unfairly on their
political connections. Indeed, under the Bourguiba and
Ben Ali regimes, state-owned lands were regularly used to
establish clientelist relationships and co-opt economic elites
and prominent local figures. Operating under a cooperative
economy model, without public support, investment
incentives or tax deductions, the Association has developed
the land, hired local workers, and reinvested revenues back
into the community.56 However, under Youssef Chahed the
government has refused to acknowledge the experiment,
and is instead trying to end it. In this context, land reform,
and a legislative framework that would encourage similar
cooperative experiments, could promote development and
job creation in these regions.

Strengthening EU-Tunisia mechanisms
Since 2011, Tunisia’s international partners have
demonstrated their support for the country by pledging
funding to sustain future regional development projects in
Tunisia. What is required now are both reforms and the
political will to back them up, as well as a genuine effort on
the Tunisian side to coordinate international partners.

Improving coordination
The lack of coordination within the Tunisian authorities
has been regularly noted by European diplomats who have
participated in the sessions of the international coordination
mechanisms. 57 Tunisian officials frequently arrive at
meetings with what one European expert called “shopping
lists” in lieu of well-defined and budgeted strategies,
without prior consultation or coordination of work among
themselves.
Internationally, current mechanisms include the G7+
partnership, and a prospective Deep and Comprehensive
Free Trade Area (DCFTA) agreement with the EU. The G7
together with EU and international financial institutions
(IFI) in June 2016 launched a partnership for coordinating
economic assistance to Tunisia focusing on economic and
governance reform. The G7+ partnership emphasises
54 Interview, Tunis, November 2016.
55 The central state considers the Association illegitimate and accuses it of exploiting the
oases without any legal authorisation. Residents of Jemna, members of this association,
see it as an innovative social experiment that allows them to manage the land and live off
the fruit of their labour without being dispossessed by corrupted private operators. See
https://nawaat.org/portail/2016/09/27/in-jemna-a-social-experiment-against-statepolicies/.
56 The Association created 120 jobs for young people, built sports facilities and a
marketplace, and provided maintenance for the school. It also bought ambulances to
facilitate the transport of inhabitants to hospitals in Tunis. See https://nawaat.org/
portail/2016/10/31/jemna-genesis-of-a-model-or-end-of-a-social-experiment/.
57 Interview with European diplomats, Tunis, November 2016.

European neighbourhood
funding to Tunisia (2011-2015)

Source: EEAS

the European Parliament resolution which called for the
“adoption of regulatory frameworks aimed at facilitating
the absorption of European support and of all international
financial institutions”.58
The G7+ and IFI partnership is a Tunisian-led mechanism
that aims to manage compromise on structural reforms and
to coordinate international partners who will, in return,
encourage this process and offer financial support. Working
groups dedicated to governance and economic reforms
have been created, one of which, co-chaired by Tunisia
and Italy, is to concentrate on regional development and
decentralisation.59 The EU is co-chairing the working group
on economic reform and governance and Germany and
France are also strongly involved in this mechanism.
Coordinating international partners is all the more
important for a regional development strategy given that
this is a cross-sectorial issue. In 2015 bilateral aid amounted
to €186.6 million and supported several programmes.
Among other programmes, Tunisia received €43 million
from the ‘CAP2D’ programme on decentralisation, which
focuses on both territorial integration and decentralisation.
Tunisia also received €32 million in December 2015 for a
programme designed to enhance the employability of the
inhabitants of the periphery regions. The securitisation of
the borders also reflects the engagement of the EU itself and
the shared commitment to border management: in addition
to the bilateral engagement of European states, the EU
has earmarked €23 million for the delivery of equipment,
infrastructure and training for security forces.
58 European Parliament, “EU relations with Tunisia in the current regional context,”
14 September 2016, available at https://polcms.secure.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/
upload/9826b454-6e1a-4638-a3ca-79554e3af830/P8_TA-PROV(2016)0345_EN.pdf.
59 For a detailed description of the G7+ partnership mechanism, see Marwan Muasher,
Marc Pierini and Fadil Aliriza, ‘Capitalizing on Tunisia’s transition: The Role of Broad
Based Reform’, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 15 November 2016,
available at http://carnegieendowment.org/2016/11/15/capitalizing-on-tunisia-stransition-role-of-broad-based-reform-pub-66158.
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The Tunisian government should take advantage of
the support of its international partners and the existed
coordination mechanisms to elaborate a long-term
vision, design a regional development policy and reform
governance of the periphery.60 But this still remains merely
an aspiration. The finger is often pointed at: political
divisions (within and between the parties that comprise the
ruling coalition, Nidaa Tounes and Ennahda); the lack of
‘stability’ in the country due to labour mobilisation; and the
‘inexperience’ and shortcomings of new political parties and
politicians. Governing parties blame ‘Hizb al-Idara’ – what
they semi-jokingly refer to as the ‘party of the bureaucracy’
– for blocking reform. As one member of the ruling coalition
put it: ‘Nowadays Tunisia is governed by a party coalition
and a party formed by the bureaucracy. The administration
is slow and conservative … it’s because there is no longterm political vision that the bureaucracy can take charge.’61
High-level officials point to the absence of a clear reform
agenda, a situation which allows them to choose how to
sequence decisions and to put off deep reforms that could
alleviate regional disparities.
In the absence of any central coordinating unit in charge of
strategic thinking and action there is little to tip the balance
in favour of the provisions in the constitution.62 Measures
are needed to help coordinate the efforts of the new political
elites, high-level bureaucrats and international partners on
designing and implementing a cross-sectorial strategy for
regional development.
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The DCFTA is currently the subject of negotiation between
the European Commission and the Tunisian government. It
is often presented by European officials as more of a reformincentive tool than a simple free-trade agreement (FTA).63
The agreement is supposed to be more than a classic FTA, as
it goes beyond simply liberalising most goods and services
by also gradually integrating Tunisia into the EU internal
market through convergence with EU legislation.64 Thus, the
DCFTA is considered by European officials and decisionmakers to be an instrument of the European Neighbourhood
Policy whose political objectives include stability, security
and prosperity beyond the EU’s borders.
The most important question is the extent to which
the DCFTA could reduce regional disparities, ensure a
convergence of living standards between coastal regions and
the hinterland and help consolidate Tunisian democracy.
This question remains unanswered and such ambiguity
60 Francis Ghilès, “The problem of two Tunisias has not gone away”, CIDOB, June 2016.
See http://www.cidob.org/en/publications/publication_series/notes_internacionals/
n1_150/the_problem_of_two_tunisias_has_not_gone_away.
61 Interview, Tunis, October 2015.
62 This would weaken the political manoeuvring aiming to recreate a de facto
presidential political system. See Mabrouka M’Barek, “Essebsi’s Power Grab Imperils
Tunisia’s Nascent Democracy,” Middle East Institute, 29 August 2016, available at
http://www.mideasti.org/content/article/essebsi-s-power-grab-imperils-tunisia-snascent-democracy.
63 Interview with EU representatives, Brussels, October 2016.
64 Guillaume Van der Loo, “Mapping out the scope and contents of the DCFTAs with
Tunisia and Morocco”, IEMed Papers, March 2016, available at https://www.ceps.eu/
system/files/euromesco28b.pdf.

feeds resistance from trade unions, political parties and
civil society. The European Commission argues that the
implementation of the DCFTA would improve the legal
environment, introduce stability for businesses and attract
more foreign investment. However, there is no guarantee
that these investments would benefit the interior regions
and reduce regional disparities. Because of the cost of
transport, coastal regions have mostly attracted industrial
firms. While the EU-Tunisia Action Plan emphasises the
need for greater social and economic integration with the
EU in order to build a common economic area, the DCFTA
does not address the matter of regional development.

Recommendations

Help formalise the informal

Together with the Tunisian government, the EU and its
member states can make a real difference to strengthening
the resilience of the Tunisian state and society, through
implementing economic, security and governance reforms.
To achieve this, economic development and security, which
are mutually reinforcing, need to be provided together in
the peripheries, strengthening territorial integration and
social cohesion overall. The EU can play a major role in
encouraging the Tunisian government to concentrate on
achieving this goal, bringing Tunisia more deeply into its
economic orbit by helping ensure external finance and
economic development are better channelled and targeted,
and that government effectiveness is radically improved.

Security cooperation between the EU and Tunisia, coupled
with concrete measures to promote economic development
and incentivise participation in the legal economy, form the
key to development in the peripheries. Creating free trade
zones will help ensure that development leads to lasting
security, in part by proposing alternative livelihoods for
smugglers, but, at worst, by finding ways to control illegal
activities. The Tunisian authorities should seriously examine
granting fiscal amnesty to smugglers, who would pay a fine
and then switch to legal economic activity. Meanwhile, the
EU can assist by using the financial support it provides to
border security to reduce or, better, eradicate resistance
within the parts of the security system that profit from illegal
cross-border activity. EU support to the security sector must
emphasise the implementation of governance and citizens’
oversight mechanisms.

Offer European Economic Area membership
Offering Tunisia membership of the European Economic
Area (EEA) could be a game-changer that helps to
consolidate democracy and embed the rule of law. Critics
have portrayed the DCFTA as an asymmetric deal between
what could be perceived as the “giant from the north” and
“poor” Tunisia. But membership of EEA, on the same
footing as Norway, would emphasise the EU-Tunisia Action
Plan recommendation of creating a common economic
area with Tunisia and provide a framework for Tunisians
to implement a transformative strategy for economic, social
and regional development.
EEA membership could help Tunisia tackle its structural
problems by giving impetus to the Tunisian government’s
structural reforms, and, in the longer term, helping Tunisia
obtain the ‘social acquis’ of the EU (thereby addressing
concerns expressed by trade unions and the more left-leaning
parts of the political spectrum).
Tunisia’s peripheries could take advantage of the
EEA cohesion fund, which plays an important role in
developing the internal market’s poorest regions. Tunisia
could eventually, after negotiating this with the EEA
members, benefit from the mechanisms of the so-called
‘EEA and Norway Grants’ designed to strengthen equality
of opportunity, security and decent standards of living
throughout the EEA.65 As recommended in the EU-Tunisia
Action Plan, Tunisia can rely on EU expertise in the field of
regional funds and the reduction of regional disparities to
address the problem of regional development. A partnership
should be established between the European Fund for
Regional Development and the Tunisian Ministry of
Development, Investment and International Cooperation.
Gradual integration into the internal market would help
bring about more accountable and transparent governance
in Tunisian institutions, offering a democratic horizon of
cooperation and helping reformist forces overcome political,
administrative and bureaucratic resistance.
65 “The European Economic Area. Past, present and future”, EFTA Bulletin, July
2015, available at http://www.efta.int/sites/default/files/publications/bulletins/eftabulletin-2015.pdf.

Promote the private sector
The recent EU-Tunisia Action Plan is an excellent starting
point for promoting the development of the private sector
in the periphery – and it should be a major objective for the
EU. For example, a partnership between local banks and
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) would provide powerful leverage for economic
development. The local banks participating in this
partnership should comprise the deposits and consignments
fund (Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations – CDC) and the
‘bank of the regions’ (whose creation was announced in the
2016-2020 development plan but which has still not yet
been established). The CDC’s mission should be extended
to include an investment fund role to promote the private
sector.
Meanwhile, the EBRD would play an important role as
a strategic partner in the transfer of knowledge and the
promotion of the private sector in agriculture, the agrofood industry, and the green economy. The presence of
the massive informal sector in these regions means that
micro-projects funded by micro-loans are not viable, and
so funding mechanisms are needed that promote the
private sector, attract big firms and investment as well as
implementing infrastructure development. Alongside this,
cooperative systems to run state-owned domaines and help
develop agriculture should be a priority. Legislation should
be introduced to protect such partnerships.

Implement an effective mechanism for positive
discrimination
The 2014 constitution established the principle of “positive
discrimination” towards disadvantaged regions. But no
criteria have yet been defined to identify the regions that
would benefit. The EBRD and European development
agencies like GIZ and AFD can help formulate criteria that
would favour the periphery regions without hampering the
dynamism of the coast.
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However, to achieve this, the absence of reliable statistics
needs to be addressed. Without statistics broken down
by region and locality, those disparities which have a
geographical character are consistently underestimated.
It will remain impossible to produce economic indicators
on the wellbeing of households and local populations.
EUROSTAT and other European organisations such as
the Territorial Observatory (Observatoire des Territoires,
France) could play a major role in advising bodies such
as the Institut National de Statistiques and the Institut
Tunisien de la Compétitivité et des Etudes Quantitatives.

Strengthen civil society in the peripheries
The Tunisia-EU Civil Society Support Programme covers 24
regions. But it fails to empower the civil society organisations
in the periphery, which struggle to apply to EU grant
programmes. A sub-granting system channelling money to
smaller civil society organisations via larger organisations
with more capacity could help the former play a more
prominent role in local affairs. In parallel, programmes
should be established for training and mentoring young
entrepreneurs in order to promote entrepreneurship and for
empowering local elites.

Promote the social role of the Tunisian army
It is important that the Tunisian army reconsider the terms
of its presence in the peripheries. It should combine its
primary mission of defending the territory with its role as
a social actor. The EU should support the Tunisian army’s
social role through programmes of vocational training
for young people that promote employability and prevent
radicalisation in the peripheries. It should also encourage
the construction of military hospitals that provide care to
local populations.
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Encourage the creation of a policy unit to
improve cross-sectorial policy planning and
coordination with EU and international partners
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Coordination between Tunisia and its international
partners, mainly European partners, must be strengthened.
A policy unit that reports directly to the head of government
would help achieve this, acting as the privileged interlocutor
for EU partners. It would comprise a multi-sectorial
planning function and coordinate cooperation with the G7+
mechanism and with European partners, addressing the
fragmentation at the heart of government.
The policy unit should include politicians, senior public
officials, academics, and experts from civil society. Working
as a platform, the unit would: ‘technicise’ politicians,
meaning it would provide technical skills, knowledge
and expertise on policy planning and cross-sectorial
coordination; and it would ‘politicise’ senior public officials,
meaning it would provide expert input into decisionmaking, organise consultations, and lead negotiations with
social and economic stakeholders.

Strengthen the new European coordination
mechanism
Conducting bilateral relations may seem advantageous to
both Tunisia and some member states. But pooling together
money and coordinating efforts would dramatically increase
impact and bring greater benefit to Tunisia’s peripheries.
A joint programming mechanism between European
representations has been recently created. European
countries should consider strengthening and expanding it
to coordinate financial support. It could build in periodic
contact between head of mission meetings to coordinate
assistance programmes, discuss the implementation of the
EU-Tunisia Action Plan, and coordinate political actions in
support of the country’s transition.
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